Abstract. With the rise of LBS (Location Based Service), lots of user recommendation system based on location trajectory analysis has emerged. Finding periodic behavior is essential to analysis user's activity. In order to solve the problems with trajectory outliers and human intervention in periodic parameters, we propose a three-stage framework called PPM (Periodic Pattern Mining) to detect periodic pattern based on people's trajectory. First of all, we preprocess the trajectory data to extract stay points. Secondly, the sequence of stay points are clustered to construct the important places. At the last stage, the movement sequence is transformed into a binary sequence. Then period of every binary sequence is detected by a probabilistic model. The experiment based on public mobile dataset shows that the proposed method can be used to mine people's periodic activity pattern effectively.
linear model to model the user's mobile model. After that, more and more new models are put forward, for example, Liang et al. [5] use the Gauss Markov model, to improve the accuracy of the model. Wang et al. [6] mine time-space similar groups according to the records of user locations. In the foundation of location study, Yava et al. [7] mine the sequence pattern based on the user's mobile trajectory, and predicts the area that the user is about to enter. Hwang et al. [8] propose a method to get the group of similar users by the movement pattern mined based on the user's trajectory. Tseng et al. [9] propose a mining algorithm for instantaneous moving sequence patterns, which is based on the user's mobile path and time interval. Fang et al. [10] propose a binary mining algorithm mining the association rules of the spatial location based on spatial database. Based on the prior efforts, mining user's behavior patterns using trajectory data is becoming an important research problem. Lots of previous work have been done to discover and mine users' movement patterns [11, 12] . Zheng et al. [13] propose a method to get the interesting tour place and the classic visit sequence in specific areas by mining the GPS trajectory of multiple users. Monreale et al. [14] mine out the user's universal movement pattern of an area, and predict the user's next location. Zhu et al. [15] use instantaneous entropy to define the user's moving speed, and mine the user's frequent location, frequent path, meaningful location and movement pattern, etc. Chen et al. [16] select four aspects data of user information, mobile location, residence time, and requested services, mining the user's movement patterns and designing relevant prediction.
Compared with traditional methods on movement pattern mining, our method is based on detected movement period with following advantages. Firstly, it can detect period automatically according to GPS data instead of human input. Secondly, a probabilistic model is adopted to detect periods. Our proposed method has thoroughly considered the uncertainties and noises in periodic activities.
PPM Framework Overview
In order to availably find periodic activity, we design and implement PPM (Periodic Pattern Mining) framework as Fig. 1 which consists of mobile terminal and server side. Fig. 1 . PPM Framework. The mobile terminal is used to collect GPS trajectory data, then upload data to server side for the following mining procedure. On the other hand, server side is our main component of PPM framework aiming at mine periodic activity based on the collected GPS data.
The raw trajectory data is denoted as P={p i |0<i≤n}, in which p i is p i (Lat,Lg,T). Parameters are latitude, longitude, and time information. Given GPS trajectory, our problem aims at mining the user's important places and the corresponding activity period. Before giving the meaning of "important place", we firstly introduce another term, stay point. DEFINITION 1 (STAY POINT SEQUENCE S). A stay point is a geographical area where a user wandered for a period of time including places that the user stayed static over a span. It is denoted as S={s 1 ,s 2 ,…,s m }, in which s=s(Lat,Lg,T a ,T l ), T a and T l is the arriving and leaving time in 's' point. For instance, points that lie within a physical region where a user maintained stationary state more than a time threshold like a building or where the user wanders over a distance threshold like a campus are all stay points.
However, there is not one-to-one match between each stay point and a geographical location with semantic information. The same single place do not have the changeless GPS because the collected GPS is often different in different time. Speaking simply, no two point in trajectory data is exactly the same. So we need to further cluster points within the same location as the important place. DEFINITION 2 (IMPORTANT PLACE SEQUENCE I). As stay point do not have explicit semantic meaning, it is necessary to cluster stay points into important place sequence. Each important place is a geographical location with semantic information like company etc. as Fig. 2 describes. HOME COMPANY GYM
Fig. 2. Sketch Map of Important Place

Preprocessing Data
In this section, we preprocess the trajectory data to get important places for the period detection. This includes two subtasks, namely, extracting stay points and finding important place. Filtering Noise. The collected GPS data usually contains outliers, due to sensor noise and other factors like poor signals in some areas. So it is important to filter noise data in the trajectories. We use velocity filter and accelerator filter to clean up the outliers before extracting stay points.
We calculate every two consecutive GPS points' velocity value to remove the points outside the velocity threshold and calculate every three consecutive GPS points' accelerator value to remove the points outside the accelerator threshold. According to the restriction of people movement mode, we set the speed threshold as 150km/h and the accelerator threshold as 15m/s 2 . Extracting Stay Points. According to the above notion, the stay point is determined by time threshold T thresh and spatial distance threshold D thresh . We focus on physical region where a user hang around for over a certain time interval, whose central point is regarded as a stay point. Supposing P={P i ,P i+1 ,…,P j } is a series of points contained in a stay point s, for x, where i<x≤j, Distance(p m ,p i ) ≤D thresh , and p j .T-p i .T≥T thresh , a stay point s(Lat,Lg,T a ,T l ) can be calculated by the following formula.
Constructing Important Places. In this thesis, we use density-based clustering algorithm to extract important places. Unlike other clustering algorithm, such as K-means algorithm which needs to specify the number of cluster centers, or grid-based partition method who may divide GPS points of the same place in different grids causing boundary problems, density-based method can find clusters with irregular structure. OPTICS is a density-based algorithm who improves the famous DBSCAN algorithm. We use a method similar to OPTICS to cluster important places. We extract an unprocessed stay point and iterate all current cluster set to test if it belongs to a cluster, if it does, then update the cluster, and if it does not, we construct a new cluster set with it. At last, we remove cluster whose points number less than the given count threshold.
Detecting Period
Transforming Sequence. Next, we detect period for every important place. Take an mined important place I m as an example, we transform the moving sequence to a binary sequence B=b 1 b 2 …b n , where b i =1 when the user is within the important place at timestamp i and b i =0 otherwise.
Periodic Probabilistic Model.
In this thesis, we try to provide a probabilistic model to detect the period of user trajectories, which can solve problems like acquisition frequency uncertainty. DEFINITION 3 (PERIODIC BINARY SEQUENCE). Supposing that X=x(t) (0<t<n) is a sequence, if T∈Z, satisfy x(t+T)=x(t), then we call X a periodic sequence. Furthermore, if the vector p=(p 1 ,p 2 ,…,p T ), (p i ∈[0,1]) is a periodic distribution vector with length T, and X is independent and subject to Bernoulli distribution with p, then X is a periodic binary sequence satisfying the periodic distribution vector p.
For the above binary sequence B=b 1 b 2 …b n transformed from important places, we aim to find period T who satisfy B as a periodic binary sequence. DEFINITION 4. Supposing that X=x(t) (0<t<n) is a periodic binary sequence, X + represents the set of independent variable t satisfying x(t)=1, and X -represents the set of independent variable t satisfying x(t)=0. We suppose that I t is the power set of [0:T-1], and T is a period candidate. To I∈ I t , we give the equation as followed:
THEOREM 1. To a periodic binary sequence X=x(t) with length n who is subject to periodic distribution vector p, we have the following equation:
,lim ( , ) , ( , ) , ( , ) (1 )
Equation (7) can be demonstrated using Bernoulli distribution and law of large numbers. Next, we detect the moving period based on theorem 1.
If T is the detected period, then we have the equation:
If T totally satisfies the time sequence with period T, then  (T)=1.
Detecting Periods. Given the binary sequence converted from the important place sequence, we treat it as a sequence who satisfied some periodic distribution vector. According to the description in above section, we compute every periodic candidate T for every binary sequence. Of all the periodic candidate T, we choose the one who has the biggest probability as the binary sequence period, which is the period of the trajectory. We will first describe the detecting method as Fig. 3 .
Clustering Important Places. We select NO.151 experimenter (Tom) as an example to mine his period patterns. Tom has 419344 GPS logs in 2011. Fig. 4 shows 364503 GPS points after filtering. Fig. 4 (a) is the global map of trajectories, Fig. 4 (b) is the local map of trajectories in Beijing. We can see that Tom has travelled several areas in 2011 as Beijing, Shanxi Province, Chengdu and Hangzhou. Table 1 shows the results of important places. If the section contains a stay point, the value of the section is 1, and 0, otherwise. By using the period detection algorithm, we detect the period of every binary sequence. The periods detected for each important place are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 , we can see that important place 1 has period of 24 hours, So place 1 has the period which can be regarded as one day. In other words, Tom has daily movement pattern in place 1. Similarly, Tom has weekly movement pattern in place 4,5,6,7,8 and monthly movement pattern in place 2,3. Furthermore, we can find that place 1 is in Beijing City, place 2 in Chengdu City, place 3 in Hangzhou City, place 4,5,6,7,8 in Shanxi Province. On the other hand, one daily, one weekly and one monthly behavior pattern conform to people's living habits. It can be speculated that Tom is likely to be a company staff who often travels between Beijing and Shanxi Province, and he goes to Chengdu and Hangzhou on business for several times in 2011.
Summary
In this paper, we propose a three-stage framework to detect periodic pattern based on GPS trajectory. In the data preprocessing procedure, we propose the velocity filter and accelerator filter to clean up the outliers solving the problem of trajectory outliers. Furthermore, we give a method to extract stay points and then use clustering algorithm to construct important places, with the reason that different important places can overlap in time, so we solve another problem of multi-period cross-cutting. In addition, we use a probabilistic model to detect periods, and solve the problem of data sampling frequency uncertainty. We also solve the problem of human intervention in periodic parameters in mining human mobility patterns. The method is provably robust to incomplete observations and sparse data.
This thesis lies down a solid foundation for future works towards individual movement knowledge mining from trajectories. And we could also to further improve our algorithm as the time complexity of PPM is O (n*n) in the worst case.
